
Vladislav And Miroslav Blumenberg With
Children Of The Jewish Wrestling Club 

This picture is from 1955. It was taken in the Jewish wrestling club in Subotica and my two sons,
Vladislav and Miroslav Blumenberg, can be seen here with other Jewish kids. Vladislav was 15 at
the time the photo was taken. Since he was rather big and strong he was succesfull in wrestling. He
is the second from right in the second row from top. Miroslav was five at the time and he is sitting
third from left in the second row from the bottom. Vladislav is a dentist, like myself, and lives in
Switzerland with his wife and daughter. My son married a Croatian, Bunjevac. In their house they
celebrate both the Jewish and Catholic holidays. I know that all the high holidays are celebrated,
that Vlada fasts and that most of their friends are Jews. Even though she is a Christian we love our
daughter-in-law very much. Religion isn't important to us. Vlada and his wife taught their kids both
about Christianity and Judaism. When Vlada finished dental school he started to work in a clinic in
Subotica. He was employed in the main clinic where all the bosses made dentures while the others
treated and extracted teeth. This bothered him a lot and he started to look for possibilities to leave
the country. The first offer he received was in Switzerland and he went. He had luck there and
today he lives very well. My other son, Miroslav or Miki, was born in Subotica in 1950. He is a
professor at a medical school in New York where he does scientific research on human skin. He
organized his life according to a plan: he finished university, married and then left for America. I
don't know why he left. I know that he was active in the Jewish community of Subotica. Along with
his late friend, Petar Klajn, he wrote and published the local Jewish youth paper which covered a
variety of issues. While working on the paper he was invited to a youth seminar in America and he
went. America enchanted him and he quickly found a way to get assistance in America. Miki has his
own family: a wife, a son and a daughter. He married a Jewish woman with whom he goes to a
modern Jewish community with a woman cantor every week. He celebrates every holiday at home.
Not long ago he told me that he began research and lecturing on which Arab lands are closest to
the Jewish nation. The results of his research were that Palestine is closest. He has never told me
that he is religious, but I have that impression since he is always in those circles and he celebrates
every holiday and observes Sabbath.
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